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ABSTRACT

Polymerase slippage during DNA synthesis by the
Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase across A, C, G
and T repeats (30 bases) has been studied. Within
minutes, duplexes that contain only repeats (30 bp)
expand dramatically to several hundred base pairs
long. Rate comparisons in a repeat duplex when one
strand was expanded as against that when both
strands were expanded suggest a model of migrating
hairpin loops which in the latter case coalesce into a
duplex. Moreover, slippage (at the proximal or 3'-end)
is subject to positive and negative effects from the 5'-
end (distal) of the same strand. Growing T and G
strands generate T.A:T and G-G:C motif fold-back
structures at the distal end that hamper slippage at
the proximal end. On the other hand, growing tails at
the distal end upon annealing with excess comple-
mentary template accentuates proximal slippage
several-fold.

INTRODUCTION

Monotonous repeats of short nucleotide motifs occur inter-
spersed in eukaryotic genomes (1–4). These so-called ‘mini-
satellites’ are highly polymorphic and have been used
extensively as probes in RFLP analyses of DNA from individ-
uals and in genome mapping (5,6). Instability of such repeats,
the source of DNA polymorphism, may involve multiple
mechanisms such as unequal crossing-over between repeats,
complex gene conversions and strand slippage during replica-
tion (7–9). Evidence from different studies mechanistically
connects strand slippage with DNA replication which mediates
DNA expansion. The instability of repeat tracts is highly
dependent on the orientation with respect to replication (10).
Although lagging strand synthesis shows a higher fidelity than
that of the leading strand for a normal mixed sequence DNA
(11), repeat sequences are more prone to instability in the
lagging strand than in the leading strand (12,13). Deletion of
Rad27, which encodes a nuclease that processes 5'-overhangs
in Okazaki fragments in yeast, or mutation in its homologue in
humans (FEN1) increases repeat expansion (14,15). In
Escherichia coli, mutations that induce the SOS response and/

or a defect in 5'→3' exonuclease activity of Pol I (flap process
ing activity) leads to a marked increase in repeat expansio
(16). It is pertinent to mention here that mutations in mismat
repair genes and not those affecting the proof-reading funct
of DNA polymerase increase destabilisation of simple repe
in yeast (17,18). This strongly suggests that strand slippa
involving short DNA loops may frequently escape polymera
proof-reading and be corrected by mismatch repair. Thus
seems likely that the larger expansions of hundreds
nucleotides that characterise fragile-X syndrome could invo
multiple slippages during replication (19).

In vitro studies involving simple repeats in oligonucleotid
substrates have demonstrated that repetitious di- and trinu
otide motifs show slippage synthesis whose rate depends
the types of sequence and polymerase involved and not on
length of the substrate fragments (20,21). Moreover, trip
repeats in the different strands of a duplex do not show t
same level of expansion (21). Such a strand bias seems to a
due to a higher propensity of one strand to fold into hairpin
which mediate DNA slippage (22). The importance of stran
foldability into hairpins is further underscored by the observ
tion that long hairpins have long lifetimes even in the presen
of their complementary strand, thus facilitating large sca
expansion (23). Moreover, slippage does not depend on
whole stretch of duplex DNA but depends on the 3'-end of t
slippage strand, which generates a DNA loop at every round
polymerase slippage. Here, in a case study involving mon
nucleotide repeats, we demonstrate that 3'-end (proximal) s
page is influenced positively as well as negatively by the 5'-e
(distal) of the slippage strand.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

T4 polynucleotide kinase, Klenow large fragment, exonucl
ase (3'→5')-deficient Klenow polymerase (exo–) and dNTPs
were purchased from Amersham Life Science.

DNA substrates

Oligonucleotides were synthesised in an Applied Biosyste
DNA synthesiser at the Keck Biotechnology Resource Labo
tory at Yale University. These were purified by electrophores
in 10% polyacrylamide gels containing 6 M urea as describ
(24). The sample of oligonucleotide was subsequently desa
by passing through a Sep-pak C18 cartridge (25). The purity
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oligomers was judged by32P-labelling of a small portion by T4
polynucleotide kinase, followed by analysis on a 12% poly-
acrylamide sequencing gel.

End-labelling of oligonucleotides

A standard protocol was used to phosphorylate 5'-ends with
[γ-32P]ATP (10µCi) in 5 µl reactions containing 100µM (total
nucleotide concentration) oligomer. Subsequently the sample
was diluted to 50µl and heated at 70°C for 10 min to heat inac-
tivate T4 polynucleotide kinase.

Standard reaction conditions

Concentrations of oligonucleotides are expressed as total
nucleotides. Unless stated otherwise in the figure legends, the
following standard conditions were used. To generate DNA
duplexes with a near 1:1 ratio of strands, thermal annealing
was done by incubating the template (3µM) and the labelled
primer (2.5µM) in 33 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5) and 10 mM
magnesium acetate at 90°C for 3 min followed by slow cooling
to room temperature. Extensions were carried out in 20µl at
37°C following the addition of required dNTPs at 500µM each
and Klenow/exo– Klenow (5 U). Polymerase extensions were
arrested by adding 1µl each of EDTA (500 mM) and SDS
(10%). A 5µl aliquot of this was then added to an equal vol-
ume of formamide loading buffer and the entire sample was
loaded on a 10% polyacrylamide sequencing gel. Following
electrophoresis, the gel was dried and autoradiographed.

RESULTS

DNA expansion was studied with two repetitive duplexes,
(dA)30:(T)30 and (dC)30:(dG)30. At a near equimolar ratio, the
annealed products migrated as 30mer duplexes and no other
products were seen (data not shown). The expansion of each of
the strands in these repetitive duplexes was monitored sepa-
rately by labelling only one strand at a time. The labelled
strand is referred to as the primer and the unlabelled as the tem-
plate. Time courses were recorded under four different experi-
mental conditions. These were one dNTP (corresponding to the
primer strand) versus two dNTPs (corresponding to primer and
template strands) either at a near equimolar ratio of template
and primer strands or with a molar excess of template strands.

Expansions in A:T duplexes

An illustrative example of dramatic expansion of the A and T
strands in (dA)30:(T)30 is shown in Figure 1A. When both
dTTPs and dATPs were provided, the 30mer strands were
expanded simultaneously to products that were >400 bp within
5 min. Further incubation yielded products that were perhaps
much larger and so could not be resolved in the gel (Fig. 1A).
This DNA synthesis must involve the property of strand slip-
page that Klenow is known to facilitate in repeat regions
(20,21). To explain such slippage products, two models of
extreme versions can be considered. In one scenario, Klenow
slides an entire strand past the other, involving complete break-
age and reformation of AT base pairs. Such a process generates
single-stranded template of a certain non-specific length at
each 5'-end (left side path in Fig. 1B). In the second scenario,
Klenow slides on the 3'-ends locally to generate short single-
stranded templates and loopsde novo(right side path in Fig.
1B). Such loops on both strands of a duplex should freely

migrate towards the middle of the DNA and eventual
coalesce into a duplex.

The models mentioned above make two simple testable p
dictions. In the first model, sliding of individual strands ough
to be easier when only one strand is expanding since the dup
length to be undone remains constant. On the other hand, w
both strands are expanding, the duplex that needs to be und
keeps on increasing (Fig. 1B). Therefore, the rate of expans
of a strand ought to be less when both strands are expand
than when only one strand is expanding. Conversely, in t
hairpin loop model, the main component that drives expans
is coalescence of two migratory complementary loops into
duplex. In such a scenario, the rate of expansion of a strand

Figure 1. (A) Extensions in the 30mer A:T duplex using both dATP and TT
The asterisk (in all legends) indicates the32P-labelled strand. The migration
position of standard markers is shown at the side by either arrows or arr
heads in most figures. (B) Models depicting two extreme versions of stran
slippage.

A

B
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is expanding.

In the present study, the rate of strand expansion was signif-
icantly higher when both strands were expanding (Fig. 2).
When both dNTPs were provided, the product of expansion
was longer than a 100mer within 1 min, which in the next
minute further expanded to more than a 200mer. On the other
hand, when either TTP or dATP alone was provided, expan-
sion of both the T and A primers was very little. This result
clearly favours the loop model over that of the strand sliding
model (Fig. 1B).

In order to check whether DNA expansion goes through any
stable single-stranded intermediate, we probed the expansion
reaction with mung bean nuclease, a single strand-specific
enzyme. Mung bean nuclease is known to digest any single-
stranded (ss)DNA intermediate in the reaction. Controls with
ssDNA and a perfect duplex indicate the expected single strand
specificity of mung bean nuclease action. Our results show that
in an expansion reaction neither the size nor the yield of expan-
sion products is reduced in the presence of mung bean nuclease
(data not shown). This suggests that there is no stable ssDNA
intermediate in this reaction and is consistent with the hypo-
thesis that transient loops mediate Klenow expansion.

In the expansions where both the strands are growing, we
found dissimilarity in the growth rates of individual strands.
The T primer grows slightly more slowly and is more dispersed
compared to the A primer (Fig. 2). We studied this more care-
fully in reactions where either the A or T strand alone was
growing. We believe that the Klenow fragment that lacks
3'→5' exonuclease activity would yield a cleaner comparison
of A strand versus T strand growth by eliminating the marginal
effects of 3'→5' exonuclease action. Therefore, in all the
experiments described below we used exo– Klenow. The

products reveal a remarkable dissimilarity between the tw
reactions (Fig. 3A). The A primer shows monotonous grow
while the T primer shows a non-monotonous and compl

Figure 2. Extensions in the 30mer A:T duplex using either one or both dNTPs.
Comparison of one strand versus both strand expansions.

Figure 3. (A) Exonuclease-minus Klenow extensions of the 30mer A:T dupl
generated by annealing 3µM A strand with 2.5µM T strand. Even numbered
lanes are from extensions of the A strand whereas the odd numbered lane
from that of the T strand. Positions marked on the side are +12mer, +30
and +40mer extensions determined by counting the ladder in the autora
gram, representing the 30+12mer, 30+30mer and 30+40mer positions, res
tively. (B) A longer time course of exo– Klenow extension of the T strand in the
30mer A:T duplex generated by annealing 3µM A strand with labelled 5µM
T strand [the reaction described in (A)]. The position marked at the side
the +30mer extension (i.e. 60mer) determined by counting the ladder in
autoradiogram.

A

B
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pattern of growth. The average growth rate of the A strand
(Fig. 3A, lanes 2, 4 and 6) is ~2–3 nt/min. In T strand expan-
sion, the product distribution shows four size classes that seem
to slowly mature into four different stable sizes. For instance,
at the 2 min time point the smallest of the four classes shows a
distribution maximal at +12mer (i.e. addition of 12 nt to the
30mer primer) that matures to a limit size of +33mer at subse-
quent time points (Fig. 3A). This peculiar limit size of +33mer
was further confirmed by a longer time course of Klenow
extension in a higher percentage gel (Fig. 3B). In this experi-
ment we used excess T strand compared to A template to drive
the products exclusively to the +33mer limit size and thereby
reduce the yield of higher sizes that form due to secondary
annealing with leftover template (cf. Fig. 3A). The higher size
classes of products seen at 2 min (in Fig. 3A) also followed a
trend where they matured into discrete limit sizes during the
slow phase of growth. Accurate size analysis of these longer
products was, however, not possible due to poor resolution.
However, based on the mobility of standard size markers, we
believe that the higher size classes of products in the slow
phase of the reaction are spaced by 30 nt size differences.

We believe that the dissimilarity in T strand versus A strand
growth observed in this experiment reflects underlying differ-
ences in the nature of DNA intermediates involved in expan-
sion reactions. While it is easy to understand the monotonous
and uninterrupted growth of the A strand, the growth of the T
strand, which reached a limit size, is not easy to rationalise
(Fig. 3A and B). One way to explain how T strand growth

might reach a limit size is described in the model shown
Figure 4. The conclusion is based on the fact that the limit s
matches perfectly with a folded back T.A:T triplex (26
(Watson–Crick base pairs are represented as R:Y a
Hoogsteen base pairs as Y.R) product length. We tested
prediction in the following experiment.

We replaced the first 15 adenosines of the A strand at the
end with 7-deaza-adenosines to prevent Hoogsteen pairin
the major groove of the A:T duplex (27). This prevents form
tion of the classical (T.A:T) triplex structures (28). Thus, in th
DNA expansion reaction with the (7-deaza-A)15-(dA)15:(dT)30
duplex, two different situations are likely to occur according
the model envisaged in Figure 4. (i) The T strand should n
reach the limit size of a folded triplex if the 15 dA residues
the 3'-end of the A strand are too short to sustain T.A:T fol
back triplexes. (ii) On the other hand, if 15 dA residues ca
sustain T.A:T triplexes, the limit sizes of T strand growt
should now change to about +18, +48, +78, etc. from the +3
+63 and +93 seen earlier (see Fig. 3A and B). Indeed, the la
was the case when a (7-deaza-A)15-(dA)15 strand duplexed with
a (dT)30 strand was studied (Fig. 5). An extended time cour
in this reaction yielded products whose distribution showed
new limit size of +48 and +78 (positions marked A and B
respectively, in Fig. 5) (these sizes were estimated by carefu
counting the bands in the autoradiogram). Perhaps by the s
ond time point chosen (5 min) the distribution of products we
past the +18 limit size or the first round of template annealin
at the distal end quickly competed out +18 fold-back triplexe

Figure 4. A model of T versus A strand growth. (A) T strand growth. The right
diagram shows additional 30mer A strand (thin letters) annealing at the distal
end prior to folding of the growing T strand. Nucleotides are counted 3' to 5'
and indicated numerically above the labelled strand. (B) A strand growth.

Figure 5. Effect of deaza-adenosines in the A strand of the 30mer A:T dup
on T strand growth. Extensions were done under conditions identical to th
described in Figure 3B. The only change was that in the 30mer A strand
adenosines at the 5'-end were replaced by 7-deaza-adenosines. A and B
the positions of the +45 and +75 additions, respectively.
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The latter possibility might indeed be true because as a result
of a second round of template annealing at the distal end, the
+48 limit size population decreased with a concomitant
increase in the +78 population. This point is clearer from a
comparison of the fall in distribution at A and the rise at B in
lane 6 versus lane 5 (Fig. 5).

Coming back to the model described in Figure 4, the perio-
dicity of higher products seen for T strand expansion (Fig. 3A,
lanes 1, 3, 5 and 7) is explained as arising due to secondary
annealing of the growing primer with the leftover template.
This is because the A strand concentration (3µM) was in slight
molar excess to that of the T strand (2.5µM). Moreover, the
secondary annealing seems to compete with folding back of
the T strand (Fig. 4). Even with slightly excess A strand (by
0.5µM), the distribution of T strand expansions was signifi-
cantly skewed in favour of higher period products (Fig. 3A).
The relatively large yield of higher products such as +63mer,
+93mer, etc.vis-à-visthat of the +33mer was incommensurate
with the slight excess of the A strand. On the contrary, at the
same concentrations the A primer grew monotonously as
neither limit sizes nor periodic higher products were observed
(Fig. 3A). Secondary annealing by the T template was not pos-
sible as the A primer was in excess, which led to continuous
monotonous growth of the A strand. It is pertinent to mention
here that the extent of annealing assessed by leftover A primer
was variable. To overcome this variation and to study the
source of periodicity in strand expansion, we repeated the
experiment with a 10-fold molar excess of the template strand
over the labelled primer. Even when the template strand was in
excess, the annealed product migrated as a 30mer duplex and
no other products were seen (data not shown).

When the template strand is in molar excess, expansion
the primer strand is periodic only when one strand (i.e. t
primer strand) is growing (Fig. 6, compare lanes 2 and 3 with
and 5 and lanes 7 and 8 with 9 and 10, respectively). A stra
expansion, which was monotonous due to the absence of
ondary annealing in the earlier experiment (Fig. 3A), showed
clear periodic growth of higher products here due to second
annealing with excess T template (Fig. 6). As described ear
(see Fig. 3A), the growth rate of the A strand was slightly fas
than that of the T strand when both strands were growing (F
6, compare lanes 4 and 5 with 9 and 10, respectively). In li
with that, A strand growth was faster than that of the T stra
even when only one strand was allowed to grow (Fig. 6, co
pare lanes 2 and 3 with 7 and 8, respectively). Comparison
the mobility with that of standard DNA markers suggested th
the products in these lanes were periodically spaced at 30
intervals. This experiment revealed a mechanistic compon
of expansion where distal annealing of excess template w
the growing primer intransseems to accelerate primer growt
at the proximal 3'-end. This results in a periodic distribution
products (Fig. 6).

Expansions in G:C duplexes

In order to determine the effects of distal ends on proxim
slippage in C and G repeats, we also studied DNA expans
with (dC)30:(dG)30 duplexes. Almost all the experiments dis
cussed above were repeated with a (dC)30:(dG)30 system.

Figure 6. Effect of excess template on extension of the 30mer A:T duplex.
Duplexes were formed by annealing 2.5µM primer and 25µM template
strands.

Figure 7. C strand growth in the 30mer C:G duplex. Annealing was don
between a G template (3µM in lanes 2–7; 30µM for lanes 8–13) and a
labelled C primer (2.5µM) followed by extension by exo– Klenow.
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C strand growth was monotonous at an average rate of ~1–2 nt/
min when only the C strand was allowed to expand (Fig. 7,
lanes 2–4). Unlike T expansion, which generated T.A:T fold-
back triplexes of defined limit size (Fig. 3A and B), C expan-
sion showed no such pattern of equivalent fold-back triplexes
containing a C+.G:C motif even over a long time course (Fig. 7
and data not shown). The growth was entirely monotonous.
This result was consistent with the reported findings that
unlike the T.A:T triplex, which is stable at neutral pH, C+.G:C
triplexes are stable only at acid pH due to a requirement for
protonation of C at the N3 position for its Hoogsteen pairing
with G (26). The C strand growth rate increased several-fold
(100 nt/min) when both the C and G strands were allowed to
expand (lanes 5–7), which mirrored the trend observed for A
and T (Fig. 2). However, the same reactions were completely
dead when excess G template strands were present, a result that
contrasted with that of A and T strand growth described above
(compare Fig. 7, lanes 8–13 with Fig. 6, lanes 7–10). This may
be due to the fact that G template strands are known to attain
unusual secondary structures encompassing G strand dimers,
quartets, etc. (29). We compared the electrophoretic mobilities
of G strands with those of A, C and T strands in native poly-
acrylamide gels under our reaction conditions (data not
shown). As expected, A, C and T strands migrated as single
conformers while the G strand migrated as a smear in which
three populations were more distinct. Such a distribution of
multiple conformers of G strands is consistent with the notion
that G strands aggregate (29). This aspect was corroborated
further when we analysed C:G annealed complexes in a native
gel (Fig. 8). These samples were derived from the experiment
described earlier (Fig. 7). The mobility of a labelled C strand is

compared following its annealing with the G strand at 1:1
well as 1:10 (excess G template case in Fig. 7) molar rat
(Fig. 8). At a 1:1 ratio, as expected, one sees a unique spe
consistent with a normal C:G duplex population that is comp
tent in C expansion (see Fig. 8, lane 2 and Fig. 7, lanes 2–
whereas at a 1:10 ratio one sees multiple species of C:G co
plexes (see Fig. 8, lane 1), pointing to the high propensity
higher order structures in C:G duplexes (shown by arrowhea
in Fig. 8). Such multistrand complexes might be resistant to
strand slippage as shown above (Fig. 7, lanes 8–13). Suc
blockage of C strand slippage is not alleviated even with t
inclusion of dGTP in the reaction, perhaps again due to the f
mation of higher order structure (for example G-G:C) (mi
match base pairs are represented as G-G and Watson–C
base pairs are represented as G:C) in which the 3'-end of
Watson–Crick paired G strand is not available for slippa
synthesis.

Finally, we studied G strand growth in G:C duplexes. Whe
only the G strand was allowed to grow, the expansion seen w
only ~5–10 nt, which was halted very early in the reaction (F
9, lanes 1–3). It was as if the short G tail at the distal end inh
ited its own further expansion. The same strand grew at a m
greater rate (~100 nt/min) when both the G and C strands w
allowed to grow (Fig. 9, lanes 4–6). In another set, inhibition
G strand growth was completely relieved when the C templ
was present in excess. In fact, the rate of G strand grow
increased remarkably in the presence of excess C template (
9, lanes 7–9). When both the G and C strands were allowed
grow in the presence of excess C strand (Fig. 9, lanes 10–12)

Figure 8. Native gel analysis of annealed complexes formed between 30mer G
strands (30, 3 and 0µM, respectively, for lanes 1–3) and labelled C strands (2.5
µM) (as in Fig. 7). Following annealing, a 20µl sample of each was electro-
phoresed in a 10% polyacrylamide non-denaturing gel, dried and autoradio-
graphed. Arrowheads mark the positions of complexes containing multiple G
strands per single C strand.

Figure 9. G strand growth in the 30mer C:G duplex. Annealing was don
between a C template (3µM in lanes 1–6; 30µM for lanes 7–12) and a labelled
G primer (2.5µM) followed by extension by exo– Klenow. The arrowhead
marks the position of the labelled 30mer G strand.
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growth rate was again comparable to what was seen in the
absence of excess C template (Fig. 9, lanes 4–6).

DISCUSSION

There have been numerous reports on polymerase slippage
during DNA synthesis. Several years ago Fresco and Alberts
had discussed the possibility that deletion and addition muta-
tions arise via a DNA intermediate that involves ‘helix with
loops’ (30). Kornberg and co-workers demonstrated a novel
property of Pol I that expands dA:dT oligomers into long prod-
ucts which were believed to be generated by Pol I-mediated

strand slippage (31). Several recent studies also reiterated
polymerases misalign simple repetitive sequences leading
DNA expansion or contraction (20,21,32,33). Direct eviden
is now available to suggest that expansions arise by slippag
Okazaki fragments (34–36).

The robust version of polymerase slippage described in t
paper provides an insight into the mechanistic aspects of h
slippage at the (proximal) 3'-end is affected by the DNA secon
ary structure at the distal 5'-end. First of all, T strand expans
interestingly leads to a fold-back structure that is consistent w
a T.A:T triplex. This conclusion is based on two observation
(i) T strand growth is punctuated at lengths that match w
T.A:T fold-back structures (Figs 3A and B and 4); and (ii) th
periodicity of T strand growth changes appropriately when so
of the adenosines in the A strand are replaced by 7-deaza-
nosines, which prevent Hoogsteen pairing (Fig. 5; 27,28). In
strand growth, the fold-back structure (T.A:T triplex) slow
down loop migration through it, thereby limiting the rate o
synthesis. The rate in this phase plummets to ~0.2–0.3 nt/m
with only ~3–5 nt being added in 15 min (Fig. 3B). Eventually
as the T.A:T triplex matures to its full length, the 3'-end of the
strand becomes completely refractory to slippage and expan
comes to a halt (Fig. 3A and B).

The monotonous growth of A and C tails (2–3 nt/min) (Fig
3A and 7) is much slower than that of branch migration
naked DNA, which is estimated to be ~200 nt/min in the pre
ence of magnesium cations (37). The DNA loop migratio
described in Figure 1B is analogous to branch migrati
described earlier (37,38). Hence, polymerase slippage its
rather than loop migration, may be rate limiting in DNA
expansion reactions. In contrast to A, C and T strands, G str
expansion failed to take off under our experimental conditio
(Fig. 9, lanes 1–3). G strands have a strong tendency to dim
ise intramolecularly as well as intermolecularly (29). Compa
ative mobility analysis of A, C, G and T strands in nativ
polyacrylamide gels revealed species that are consistent w
intra- as well as intermolecular dimerisation only for G (da
not shown). Furthermore, labelled C strands anneal with
strands into complexes that presumably contain more than
G strand per C strand (Fig. 8). These results are consistent w
secondary structural motifs proposed for G-rich stran
(29,39). G expansion generated a small G tail that proba
attained secondary structures of the type cited (Fig. 10A a
references cited above). This blocked expansion by preven
the release of G loops at the distal end and further strand s
page at the 3'-end. This simple but interesting mechanism
depicted in Figure 10B, where a traversing G loop is deflect
back when the protruding G tail at the distal end is left to itse
(as evidenced by lack of G strand growth beyond a few nuc
otides in Fig. 9, lanes 1–3). On the contrary, in the same re
tion this inhibitory effect of protruding G tails is efficiently
nullified when the C strand is simultaneously allowed to gro
(Fig. 9, lanes 4–6). It is interesting to visualise how a fold-ba
G-G pairing might function as a block to an incoming G loo
(Fig. 10B). The simplest known chemical motif that explain
the distal fold-back region (in Fig. 10B) is the classical G-G:
triad (Fig. 10A; 40). In this setting, the middle G base of th
triad is so well caged between the outer bases that it canno
exchanged with another G base of the incoming G loop. T
explains how the migratory G loop is deflected back on its pa
(Fig. 10B). Since the migration rate of the deflected G loop

Figure 10.Model of G strand expansion. (A) The G-G:C triad motif that facil-
itates G-G:C triplex formation. (B) G strand growth generates a distal G tail
that folds back on the G:C duplex leading to formation of a G-G:C triplex.
Next, the G loop traverses along the G strand, only to be deflected back by the
G-G:C stretch at the distal end. Residual DNA synthesis that might ensue dur-
ing this step is shown by the dotted line. Return of the loop back to the 3'-end
leads to strand protrusion that halts further expansion by Klenow, since it is
deficient in 3'→5' exonuclease activity.

A

B
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likely to be similar to the branch migration rate (~200 nt/min),
the G loop returns back to the proximal end before the next
round of polymerase slippage. This results in an effective
abrogation of new rounds of slippage.

The differential behaviour of single strand growth in A, C, G
and T repeats described above disappears when expansion is
allowed on both strands of the duplex (Figs 2, 7 and 9). In all
cases the growth rates increase to ~100 nt/min from low rates
of single strand growth. Within the time course of measure-
ment, rates seem to be independent of the initial length, which
is consistent with the model that slippage at ends mediates
expansion rather than sliding of strands (Fig. 1B). The rate
enhancement seen when both ends of the duplex promoted
slippage is a direct consequence of stabilisation of migrating
loops. A simple rotation along the long axis of the duplex can
twist the two loops of complementary sequence into a normal
duplex, thereby stabilising the looped-out strands. This
enhanced rate (~100 nt/min) is in the same range as the branch
migration rate (~200 nt/min) (37), thus suggesting that stabili-
sation of migrating loops by mutual annealing accentuates the
slippage rate to the limit of the branch migration rate. A similar
enhancement of rate is observed when excess template strand
anneals with the growing primer at the distal end. However, it
was not possible to make rate estimates in this situation
because the product distribution was more complex (Fig. 6).
The products were distributed at a spacing equal to the length
of the template strand. Such a periodicity in product distribu-
tion suggests that slippage at the 3'-end was accentuated by the
stabilisation caused by template strand annealing at the distal
end. How does distal annealing accelerate proximal slippage?
The explanation seems to hinge on a communication through
DNA that relays the stabilising effects of distal end annealing
on the slippage rate at the proximal end. Future studies would
assess the relative roles of chemical continuity in the DNA
backbone versus that in base stacking for such communication
to function.

Thein vitro experiments described here suggest that slippage
occurs at a high rate within simple repeats. Thein vivo rate
estimate for slippage-driven mutation inE.coli is about one
mutation per 100 replication events (8). In addition to observa-
tions in humans, trinucleotide repeat instabilities have also
been demonstrated inE.coli (41). Mono- and dinucleotide
repeats, including those of Z-DNA-forming sequences, pro-
mote multiple slippages (17,33,42,43). DNA expansions in
mono- and dinucleotide repeats are more likely to be deleteri-
ous to the cell by causing not only addition mutations but also
frameshift mutations. On mechanistic grounds, mono- and
dinucleotide repeat expansion by polymerase slippage ought to
be as preponderant as that of trinucleotides. However, most
DNA expansion-related diseases reported in humans so far
seem to be due to triplet repeat expansions (44). Is this because
in vivo expansions from mono- and dinucleotide repeats are
subject to more rigorous controls and corrections?
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